THE NEW SWIFT-CHECK CMM ARTEFACT

WHY INVEST £3,972 IN A SWIFT-CHECK?

4 KEY REASONS WHY

• Be proactive and avoid a potential high cost risk downstream in production or assembly by capturing unseen system measurement inaccuracy errors early.

• Be proactive and be able to demonstrate a consistent metrology confidence in front of your business, customers and auditors.

• Ensure your equipment is optimised between its scheduled ISO Service and Calibration interventions.

• Optimise the ongoing aftercare cost and up time utilisation in your equipment based on its usage and environment.

BEST PRACTICE ADVICE IS TO ROUTINELY CHECK YOUR CMM’S PERFORMANCE BETWEEN YOUR ANNUAL SERVICE AND CALIBRATIONS

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE LAUNCH OF THE NEW SWIFT-CHECK ARTEFACT Includes

• Prewritten measurement programs (Pc-Dmis)
• Certified Length bar
• Certified Reference Sphere
• Certified Ring gauge
• Probe Sensor Wrist performance tests
• Ergonomic Robust Carry Case

Providing data assurance, you need, in your daily measurement and machine accuracy. Measurement routines are designed for use on a bridge style CMM that uses an indexing wrist with either a touch trigger or analogue (scanning) probe.

FOR JUST £3,972 THE RETURNS ON INVESTMENT WILL SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM TODAY
(ENQUIRY Ref: 2667)